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As the culminating volume in the DCP3 series, volume 9 will provide an overview of DCP3 findings and methods,
a summary of messages and substantive lessons to be taken from DCP3, and a further discussion of crosscutting and synthesizing topics across the first eight volumes. The introductory chapters (1-3) in this volume
take as their starting point the elements of the Essential Packages presented in the overview chapters of each
volume. First, the chapter on intersectoral policy priorities for health includes fiscal and intersectoral policies
and assembles a subset of the population policies and applies strict criteria for a low-income setting in order to
propose a "highest-priority" essential package. Second, the chapter on packages of care and delivery platforms
for universal health coverage (UHC) includes health sector interventions, primarily clinical and public health
services, and uses the same approach to propose a highest priority package of interventions and policies that
meet similar criteria, provides cost estimates, and describes a pathway to UHC.
Prepared by a major participant in the debate, this is the first bibliography on the controversial issue of the
Native American influence on American democracy.
Providing a much-needed perspective on exclusion and discrimination, this book offers a distinct spatial
approach to the topic of hate studies. Of interest to academics and students of human geography, criminology,
sociology and beyond, the book highlights enduring, diverse and uneven experiences of hate in contemporary
society. The collection explores the intersecting experiences of those targeted on the basis of assumed and
historically marginalized identities. It illustrates the role of specific spaces and places in shaping hate, why
space matters for how hate is encountered and the importance of space in challenging cultures of hate. This
analysis of who is able to use or abuse space offers a novel insight into discourses of hate and lived experiences
of victimization.
Based on Foucault's 1978 and 1979 lectures on rationalities of government, this work examines the art or
activity of government and the different ways in which it has been made thinkable and practicable. There are
also contributions of other scholars exploring modern manifestations of government.
The Foucault Effect
The Rise, Fall, and Deadly Persistence of the Product That Defined America
Essential Education for a Changing World
Sharing Clinical Trial Data
A Biography of the Australian Heavyweight Champion, 1860–1901
Understanding Second Language Acquisition
The Differentiated Classroom
Though any psychoactive substance can be revered or reviled as a drug, as people’s cultural norms shift, ultimately its status is determined in
law by the state. This publication explores the regulation of drugs – alcohol and cannabis to heroin and cocaine – and practices such as social
drinking and public injecting under political regimes. Drugs are discussed in their geographical contexts: the colonial legacy of cannabis
prohibition for bioprospecting in Africa; the veracity of the persistent notion of the narco-state; Turkey’s governance of drinking amid civil
unrest; and alcohol’s place in the neoliberal political economy of Ireland. In addition, drug policies are examined: from problems in managing
drug-related litter in the UK to supervised injecting facility provision in Australia; harm reduction in Canada; and the global network of drug
policy activists. Place is significant, but porous borders, territorial overlaps and multi-scalar linkages are influential in remaking the world
through current challenges to the ‘war on drugs’. This book was originally published as a special issue of Space & Polity.
The Second Edition of Johnny Saldaña's international bestseller provides an in-depth guide to the multiple approaches available for coding
qualitative data. Fully up to date, it includes new chapters, more coding techniques and an additional glossary. Clear, practical and
authoritative, the book: -describes how coding initiates qualitative data analysis -demonstrates the writing of analytic memos -discusses
available analytic software -suggests how best to use The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers for particular studies. In total, 32 coding
methods are profiled that can be applied to a range of research genres from grounded theory to phenomenology to narrative inquiry. For each
approach, Saldaña discusses the method's origins, a description of the method, practical applications, and a clearly illustrated example with
analytic follow-up. A unique and invaluable reference for students, teachers, and practitioners of qualitative inquiry, this book is essential
reading across the social sciences.
Data sharing can accelerate new discoveries by avoiding duplicative trials, stimulating new ideas for research, and enabling the maximal
scientific knowledge and benefits to be gained from the efforts of clinical trial participants and investigators. At the same time, sharing clinical
trial data presents risks, burdens, and challenges. These include the need to protect the privacy and honor the consent of clinical trial
participants; safeguard the legitimate economic interests of sponsors; and guard against invalid secondary analyses, which could undermine
trust in clinical trials or otherwise harm public health. Sharing Clinical Trial Data presents activities and strategies for the responsible sharing of
clinical trial data. With the goal of increasing scientific knowledge to lead to better therapies for patients, this book identifies guiding principles
and makes recommendations to maximize the benefits and minimize risks. This report offers guidance on the types of clinical trial data
available at different points in the process, the points in the process at which each type of data should be shared, methods for sharing data,
what groups should have access to data, and future knowledge and infrastructure needs. Responsible sharing of clinical trial data will allow
other investigators to replicate published findings and carry out additional analyses, strengthen the evidence base for regulatory and clinical
decisions, and increase the scientific knowledge gained from investments by the funders of clinical trials. The recommendations of Sharing
Clinical Trial Data will be useful both now and well into the future as improved sharing of data leads to a stronger evidence base for treatment.
This book will be of interest to stakeholders across the spectrum of research--from funders, to researchers, to journals, to physicians, and
ultimately, to patients.
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their learning preferences. This option is perfect for those
students who focus on the textbook as their main course resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
GCSE Geography Edexcel B
Western Europe
Cambridge Handbook of Research Approaches to Business Ethics and Corporate Responsibility
Peter Jackson
Qualitative Research & Evaluation Methods
OECD Rural Policy Reviews Innovation and Modernising the Rural Economy
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This book collects innovative research presented at the 19th Conference of the Association of Geographic Information Laboratories in
Europe (AGILE) on Geographic Information Science, held in Helsinki, Finland in 2016.
Whether we grow up with one, two, or several languages during our early years of life, many of us will learn a second, foreign, or heritage
language in later years. The field of Second language acquisition (SLA, for short) investigates the human capacity to learn additional
languages in late childhood, adolescence, or adulthood, after the first language --in the case of monolinguals-- or languages --in the case of
bilinguals-- have already been acquired. Understanding Second Language Acquisition offers a wide-encompassing survey of this
burgeoning field, its accumulated findings and proposed theories, its developed research paradigms, and its pending questions for the
future. The book zooms in and out of universal, individual, and social forces, in each case evaluating the research findings that have been
generated across diverse naturalistic and formal contexts for second language acquisition. It assumes no background in SLA and provides
helpful chapter-by-chapter summaries and suggestions for further reading. Ideal as a textbook for students of applied linguistics, foreign
language education, TESOL, and education, it is also recommended for students of linguistics, developmental psycholinguistics,
psychology, and cognitive science. Supporting resources for tutors are available free at www.routledge.com/ortega.
Analysts generally agree that, in the long term, the biggest challenge to American hegemony is not military, but rather China’s economic
rise. This perception is spread in no small measure because Xi Jinping has – in the face of patent military inferiority – conducted himself
much more boldly on the world stage than Hu Jintao. Meanwhile, China has also begun conjuring up an alternative vision for global
leadership, now widely termed as the ‘China model’. This book therefore offers a critical and comprehensive explanation of the China
model and its origins. Using a range of case studies, covering varying historical and geographical approaches, it debates whether the
Chinese experience in the last three decades of economic reform should be interpreted as an answer to the reigning hegemony of
neoliberalism, or rather a further reinforcement of it. To answer these questions, it provides an investigation into what China may have
learned from its East Asian neighbours’ earlier economic successes. It also examines how it is responding to and might even reconfigure
the world political-economic system as it develops fresh and potentially more powerful regulatory capacities. Providing a multidimensional analysis of the ‘China model’, the book will be of interest to students and scholars of Chinese Economics, Economic
Geography and Chinese Studies.
Based on the Fitts Lectures, this volume presents a core set of concepts and principles that proposes a unified interpretation of a wide
variety of phenomena of memory, categorization and decision-making. These theories are then applied to issues in category-learning and
recognition.
A Guide to Advancing Thinking Through Writing in All Subjects and Grades
Accounting Questions & Answers
Contemporary Management Principles
The Perspective of Experience
Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Disease Control Priorities, Third Edition (Volume 9)
Studies in Governmentality
This book explores the physical and electronic integration of innovative urban public transport systems in seven metropolitan cities in
South Africa and Zimbabwe in the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0). The book also highlights how collaborative
engagement can improve new transport projects in cities of the Global South. It demonstrates how integration concerns remain in
transport infrastructure projects in cities of the developing countries. Consequently, in order to strengthen the emerging and
promising economies of these cities, there is a need for efficient, integrated, reliable and affordable public transport systems. The
book explains that plans to deliver innovative transport systems in the Global South need to be well coordinated and managed to yield
physically and electronically integrated systems.
Various theories have been put forward as to why business and industry develops in clusters and despite good work being carried out
on path dependence and dynamics, this is still very much an emerging topic in the social sciences. To date, no overarching theoretical
framework has been developed to show how clusters evolve. Unfolding Cluster Evolution aims to address this gap by presenting
theoretical and empirical research on the geography of innovation. This contributed volume seeks to shed light on the understanding
of clusters and its dynamic evolution. The book provides evidence to suggest that traditional perspectives from evolutionary
economic geography need to be wedded to management thinking in order to reach this point. Bringing together thinking from a range
of disciplines and countries across Europe, this book explores a wide range of topics from the capability approach, to network
dynamics, to multinational corporations, to firm entry and exit and social capital. This book will be of interest to policy makers and
students of urban studies, economic geography, and planning and development.
This 2-volume work includes approximately 1,200 entries in A-Z order, critically reviewing the literature on specific topics from
abortion to world systems theory. In addition, nine major entries cover each of the major disciplines (political economy; management
and business; human geography; politics; sociology; law; psychology; organizational behavior) and the history and development of
the social sciences in a broader sense.
This book presents the distinctive theoretical and methodological approaches in geography education in South America and more
specifically in Brazil, Chile and Colombia. It highlights cartography and maps as essential tools and provides a meaningful approach
to learning in geographical education, thereby giving children and young people the opportunity to better understand their situations,
contexts and social conditions. The book describes how South American countries organize their scholar curriculum and the ways in
which they deal with geography vocabulary and developing fundamental concepts, methodologies, epistemological comprehension
on categories, keywords and themes in geography. It also describes its use in teachers’ practices and learning progressions, the use of
spatial representations as a potent mean to visualize and solve questions, and harnesses spatial thinking and geographical reasoning
development. The book helps to improve teaching and learning practices in primary and secondary education and as such it provides
an interesting read for researchers, students, and teachers of geography and social studies.
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Integrating Theory and Practice
Study and Master Geography Grade 11 CAPS Study Guide
Responding to the Needs of All Learners
The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers
Geographical Perspectives
Geospatial Data in a Changing World
The Palgrave Handbook of Leadership in Transforming Asia
"What year are you preparing your students for? 1973? 1995? Can you honestly say that your
school's curriculum and the program you use are preparing your students for 2015 or 2020?
Are you even preparing them for today?" With those provocative questions, author and
educator Heidi Hayes Jacobs launches a powerful case for overhauling, updating, and injecting
life into the K-12 curriculum. Sharing her expertise as a world-renowned curriculum designer
and calling upon the collective wisdom of 10 education thought leaders, Jacobs provides
insight and inspiration in the following key areas: * Content and assessment--How to identify
what to keep, what to cut, and what to create, and where portfolios and other new kinds of
assessment fit into the picture. * Program structures--How to improve our use of time and
space and groupings of students and staff. * Technology--How it's transforming teaching, and
how to take advantage of students' natural facility with technology. * Media literacy--The
essential issues to address, and the best resources for helping students become informed users
of multiple forms of media. * Globalization--What steps to take to help students gain a global
perspective. * Sustainability--How to instill enduring values and beliefs that will lead to
healthier local, national, and global communities. * Habits of mind--The thinking habits that
students, teachers, and administrators need to develop and practice to succeed in school,
work, and life. The answers to these questions and many more make Curriculum 21 the ideal
guide for transforming our schools into what they must become: learning organizations that
match the times in which we live.
This book show how innovation can take place in rural areas and how the modern rural
economy differs from the traditional rural economy and metropolitan areas. In addition, it
offers four perspectives on modernisation and innovation in rural areas by experts.
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B
specification, this brand new course is written to match the demands of the specification. As
well as providing thorough and rigorous coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage
students in their learning and to motivate them to progress.
In the 25 years since its original publication, Space and Place has not only established the
discipline of human geography, but it has proven influential in such diverse fields as theater,
literature, anthropology, psychology, and theology. Eminent geographer Yi-Fu Tuan considers
the ways in which people feel and think about space, how they form attachments to home,
neighborhood, and nation, and how feelings about space and place are affected by the sense of
time. He suggests that place is security and space is freedom: we are attached to the one and
long for the other. Whether he is considering sacred versus "biased" space, mythical space and
place, time in experiential space, or cultural attachments to space, Tuan's analysis is
thoughtful and insightful.
Ongoing regulation, resistance and change
Geographical Reasoning and Learning
Native American Political Systems and the Evolution of Democracy
The Writing Revolution
Scotland Since 1520
Curriculum 21
Toward an Integrated Sociological Paradigm
While there is a large and ever-expanding body of work on the fields of business ethics and corporate social responsibility (CSR), there is a
noted absence of a single source on the methodology and research approaches to these fields. In this book, the first of its kind, leading
scholars in the fields gather to analyse a range of philosophical and empirical approaches to research in business ethics and CSR. It covers
such sections as historical approaches, normative and behavioural methodologies, quantitative, qualitative and experimental perspectives,
grounded theory and case methodologies, and finally a section on the role of the researcher in research projects. This book is a valuable and
essential read for all researchers in business ethics and CSR, not only for those starting out in the fields, but also for seasoned scholars and
academics.
From agriculture to big business, from medicine to politics, The Cigarette Century is the definitive account of how smoking came to be so
deeply implicated in our culture, science, policy, and law. No product has been so heavily promoted or has become so deeply entrenched in
American consciousness. The Cigarette Century shows in striking detail how one ephemeral (and largely useless) product came to play such
a dominant role in so many aspects of our lives—and deaths.
This handbook provides a comprehensive overview and evaluation of the variety of organizational leadership issues within the Asian region. It
highlights the relationship between leaders and their followers, and the complexity of leadership research and practices in Asian
transformational economies. Covering a wide range of contexts and perspectives, the chapters are based on empirical studies with evidencebased findings that can be used as case studies for academics and practitioners. The handbook makes significant contributions to leadership
theory including practice and assists international researchers, practitioners and students in understanding the influence of the Asian culture
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and its impact on leadership.
An accounting study guide with questions, and answers is a helpful tool for anyone that is taking an an accounting class. An accounting
course book covers topics extensively. With the study guide the person can take the quizzes, and check their answers. The study guide
shows which answer is correct. Some study guide books will explain why the other answers is close, but not correct. Once the person takes
the quiz on a specific topic. They will find out where their weakness is, and what areas they have to study. The book will help them prepare
for class exams, and any professional exams they may take.
North America and Beyond
Spatial Histories of Radical Geography
Improving Health and Reducing Poverty
Landscapes of Hate
CCEA Geography AS Student Unit Guide: Unit 2 Human Geography
Drugs, Law, People, Place and the State
Selected papers of the 19th AGILE Conference on Geographic Information Science

A wide-ranging and knowledgeable guide to the history of radical geography in North America and
beyond. Includes contributions from an international group of scholars Focuses on the
centrality of place, spatial circulation and geographical scale in understanding the rise of
radical geography and its spread A celebration of radical geography from its early beginnings
in the 1950s through to the 1980s, and after Draws on oral histories by leaders in the field
and private and public archives Contains a wealth of never-before published historical material
Serves as both authoritative introduction and indispensable professional reference
Born to former slaves on St. Croix in 1860, Peter Jackson made his name as a boxer with his
smooth, fast style and a dangerous one-two combination. After immigrating to Australia, Jackson
became that country’s national heavyweight champion in 1886 before moving on to the United
States and claiming the title of Colored Champion of the World in 1888. For the next ten years
Peter Jackson remained undefeated, finally losing to the great Jim Jeffries in 1898. Although
he never received a shot at the heavyweight title—reigning heavyweight champion John L.
Sullivan refused to defend his title against a black man—Jackson remains one of the greatest
heavyweights ever.
Using Scotland as an exemplar, the author explores the relationship between geographical
knowledge and national identity.
An authoritative survey of different contexts, methodologies, and theories of applied
communication The field of Applied Communication Research (ACR) has made substantial progress
over the past five decades in studying communication problems, and in making contributions to
help solve them. Changes in society, human relationships, climate and the environment, and
digital media have presented myriad contexts in which to apply communication theory. The
Handbook of Applied Communication Research addresses a wide array of contemporary communication
issues, their research implications in various contexts, and the challenges and opportunities
for using communication to manage problems. This innovative work brings together the diverse
perspectives of a team of notable international scholars from across disciplines. The Handbook
of Applied Communication Research includes discussion and analysis spread across two
comprehensive volumes. Volume one introduces ACR, explores what is possible in the field, and
examines theoretical perspectives, organizational communication, risk and crisis communication,
and media, data, design, and technology. The second volume focuses on real-world communication
topics such as health and education communication, legal, ethical, and policy issues, and
volunteerism, social justice, and communication activism. Each chapter addresses a specific
issue or concern, and discusses the choices faced by participants in the communication process.
This important contribution to communication research: Explores how various communication
contexts are best approached Addresses balancing scientific findings with social and cultural
issues Discusses how and to what extent media can mitigate the effects of adverse events
Features original findings from ongoing research programs and original communication models and
frameworks Presents the best available research and insights on where current research and best
practices should move in the future A major addition to the body of knowledge in the field, The
Handbook of Applied Communication Research is an invaluable work for advanced undergraduate
students, graduate students, and scholars.
The Handbook of Applied Communication Research
Classification and Cognition
The Cigarette Century
Global South Perspectives, Reflections and Conjectures
Reader's Guide to the Social Sciences
An East Asian Challenge to Western Neoliberalism
The Geography of Tourism and Recreation

Perfect for revision, these guides explain the unit requirements, summarise the content
and include specimen questions with graded answers. Each full-colour Student Unit Guide
provides support throughout the course. -Feel confident you understand the unit: each
guide comprehensively covers the unit content and includes topic summaries, knowledge
check questions and a reference index. -Get to grips with the exam requirements: the
specific skills on which you will be tested are explored and explained. -Analyse examstyle questions: graded student responses will help you focus on areas where you can
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improve your exam technique and performance.
"HELP! My Students Can't Write!" Why You Need a Writing Revolution in Your Classroom and
How to Lead It. The Writing Revolution (TWR) provides a clear method of instruction that
you can use no matter what subject or grade level you teach. The model, also known as The
Hochman Method, has demonstrated, over and over, that it can turn weak writers into
strong communicators by focusing on specific techniques that match their needs and by
providing them with targeted feedback. Insurmountable as the challenges faced by many
students may seem, TWR can make a dramatic difference. And the method does more than
improve writing skills. It also helps: Boost reading comprehension Improve organizational
and study skills Enhance speaking abilities Develop analytical capabilities TWR is as
much a method of teaching content as it is a method of teaching writing. There's no
separate writing block and no separate writing curriculum. Instead, teachers of all
subjects adapt the TWR strategies and activities to their current curriculum and weave
them into their content instruction. But perhaps what's most revolutionary about the TWR
method is that it takes the mystery out of learning to write well. It breaks the writing
process down into manageable chunks and then has students practice the chunks they need,
repeatedly, while also learning content.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by
your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages
Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing
or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing
your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access
code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a
new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than
Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code.
Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Updated in a new 10th edition, Essentials of
American Government provides the historical context students need to understand our
government and the most crucial and controversial issues affecting the nation in the 21st
century. This bestselling book has been extensively revised to provide in-depth coverage
of President Barack Obama's first two years in office and the 111th Congress, the 2010
congressional elections, continued concerns related to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,
and domestic concerns related to health care reform and the economy.
This Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report (IPCC-SREX) explores the
challenge of understanding and managing the risks of climate extremes to advance climate
change adaptation. Extreme weather and climate events, interacting with exposed and
vulnerable human and natural systems, can lead to disasters. Changes in the frequency and
severity of the physical events affect disaster risk, but so do the spatially diverse and
temporally dynamic patterns of exposure and vulnerability. Some types of extreme weather
and climate events have increased in frequency or magnitude, but populations and assets
at risk have also increased, with consequences for disaster risk. Opportunities for
managing risks of weather- and climate-related disasters exist or can be developed at any
scale, local to international. Prepared following strict IPCC procedures, SREX is an
invaluable assessment for anyone interested in climate extremes, environmental disasters
and adaptation to climate change, including policymakers, the private sector and academic
researchers.
Urban Public Transport Systems Innovation in the Fourth Industrial Revolution Era
Space and Place
Tracing Spaces, Relations and Responses
An Annotated Bibliography
The Search for an Exemplar and an Image of the Subject Matter
Perspectives on Curriculum and Cartography from South America
Unfolding Cluster Evolution
Although much has changed in schools in recent years, the power of differentiated instruction remains the same—and the need for it has
only increased. Today's classroom is more diverse, more inclusive, and more plugged into technology than ever before. And it's led by
teachers under enormous pressure to help decidedly unstandardized students meet an expanding set of rigorous, standardized learning
targets. In this updated second edition of her best-selling classic work, Carol Ann Tomlinson offers these teachers a powerful and
practical way to meet a challenge that is both very modern and completely timeless: how to divide their time, resources, and efforts to
effectively instruct so many students of various backgrounds, readiness and skill levels, and interests. With a perspective informed by
advances in research and deepened by more than 15 years of implementation feedback in all types of schools, Tomlinson explains the
theoretical basis of differentiated instruction, explores the variables of curriculum and learning environment, shares dozens of
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instructional strategies, and then goes inside elementary and secondary classrooms in nearly all subject areas to illustrate how real teachers
are applying differentiation principles and strategies to respond to the needs of all learners. This book's insightful guidance on what to
differentiate, how to differentiate, and why lays the groundwork for bringing differentiated instruction into your own classroom or
refining the work you already do to help each of your wonderfully unique learners move toward greater knowledge, more advanced
skills, and expanded understanding. Today more than ever, The Differentiated Classroom is a must-have staple for every teacher's shelf
and every school's professional development collection.
Western Europe provides a balanced appraisal of common characteristics and shared problems of the eighteen states lying to the west of
the former Iron Curtain.
Drawing on more than 40 years of experience conducting applied social science research and program evaluation, author Michael Quinn
Patton has crafted the most comprehensive and systematic book on qualitative research and evaluation methods, inquiry frameworks, and
analysis options available today. Now offering more balance between applied research and evaluation, this Fourth Edition of Qualitative
Research & Evaluation Methods illuminates all aspects of qualitative inquiry through new examples, stories, and cartoons; more than a
hundred new summarizing and synthesizing exhibits; and a wide range of new highlight sections/sidebars that elaborate on important and
emergent issues. For the first time, full case studies are included to illustrate extended research and evaluation examples. In addition, each
chapter features an extended "rumination," written in a voice and style more emphatic and engaging than traditional textbook style, about
a core issue of persistent debate and controversy.
As a broad category of identity, “transgender” has given life to a vibrant field of academic research since the 1990s. Yet the Western
origins of the field have tended to limit its cross-cultural scope. Howard Chiang proposes a new paradigm for doing transgender history in
which geopolitics assumes central importance. Defined as the antidote to transphobia, transtopia challenges a minoritarian view of
transgender experience and makes room for the variability of transness on a historical continuum. Against the backdrop of the Sinophone
Pacific, Chiang argues that the concept of transgender identity must be rethought beyond a purely Western frame. At the same time, he
challenges China-centrism in the study of East Asian gender and sexual configurations. Chiang brings Sinophone studies to bear on trans
theory to deconstruct the ways in which sexual normativity and Chinese imperialism have been produced through one another. Grounded
in an eclectic range of sources—from the archives of sexology to press reports of intersexuality, films about castration, and records of
social activism—this book reorients anti-transphobic inquiry at the crossroads of area studies, medical humanities, and queer theory.
Timely and provocative, Transtopia in the Sinophone Pacific highlights the urgency of interdisciplinary knowledge in debates over the
promise and future of human diversity.
WJEC GCSE Geography
Transtopia in the Sinophone Pacific
Maximizing Benefits, Minimizing Risk
Environment, Place and Space
Geography, Science and National Identity
Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation
Critical Perspectives on the ‘China Model’

First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Help your students develop enquiring minds as they learn the geographical knowledge and skills they need through the enquiries of the new
OCR B specification which include and up-to-date case studies, a wide range of activities and exam-style questions developed to support and
stretch students of all abilities. - Supports students of all abilities through differentiated activities including scaffolded questions and extension
questions. - Highlights opportunities for fieldwork throughout the book, and includes guidance on carrying out fieldwork. - Develops students'
geographical skills including activities and clear explanations of how to use mathematical and statistical skills. - Helps students gain
confidence for the exam with a variety of exam-style practice questions at different levels, with tips on how to approach them.
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